
 

 

Framework for Learning:    Simplifying Expressions #1 
  
Leader’s Name: …………………………………. 
 
Co-Leader’s Name: ……………………………...                                              Instructor’s Initials: ……. 
 
 ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Getting Started: 
Go to a computer with internet access. 

Log into UMathX  

In the Content Menu, follow the path below: 
Algebra> 
Section 2: Tiles and Algebra 

Select the Lesson: Introduction to Tiles 
 

Then work through the following sub-lesson items and record selected graphics & text below. 
 
Tile Representation: (Consider a shaded tile to indicate positive, a non-shaded tile to indicate negative) 
 

__________… represents   + 1 … a unit tile 
 
 __________… represents an _________ number of unit tiles.  We call this an ____ tile. 
 

__________… represents  - 1 
 
 __________… represents an unknown number of _____ tiles. We call this a _____ tile. 
 
Like Terms 
 Like Tiles are the ______ size and same _________. 
  
    … represents 1  +  1  +  1  +  1  = ________ 
 
    … these are called _____________ tiles.  This represents  ____ +  X 
 
Combinations  
  … represents  ( -X ) + ( -1 ) + ( -1 ) + ( -1 )  =   ___  (They are ________ terms) 
 
 
Squared Terms  
  … represents  X times X  = _______ 
 
Talk to you your partner about like and unlike terms and tiles.  Write a short explanation about this. 
 
 

 



 

Build It. Draw It. Talk It. Write It. Now you OWN It! 

          
  www.UMathX.com 

Working At It: 

 
Work through the items in the Lesson: Pictures to Words to Algebraic Expressions 
 
Record the text and the graphics for only Example 1 in the chart below.   Then do Example 2. 
 
Picture    Words     Algebraic Expressions  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Work through the items in the Lesson: Algebraic Expressions to Tiles .. Example 1 
 
 
   … can be represented as: 
 
 
Now do Examples 2 and 3 on the computer only. 
 
Work through the items in the Lesson: Combining Opposites 
As you work through this section on the computer, summarize the graphics and main ideas below: 
 
 For singles..  
 
 For bars ..  
 
 For squares ..  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________ 

Reflect and Connect: 
 
Work through the Summary lesson on the computer. 
Then record the Summary on this page or in your notebook. 
 
From the support sheets, at www.umathx.com select and print and work through the following  
 
…Understanding Algebra .. Topic 2 .. pages 3 and 4. 
 

http://www.umathx.com/

